SCHEDULE “TOU-S”
Residential Service

TIME-OF-USE SOLAR RATE PILOT PROGRAM

Availability:
Applicable to selected residential customers that are equipped with standard (smart) meters and are being provided residential power service and billed by the Company under Schedule “D”. This Schedule “TOU-S” is available on a pilot basis and is limited to approximately 300 residential customers who are duly selected to participate in the pilot program. This Schedule “TOU-S” does not apply where a residence and business are combined.

Rates:

- TOU Period Rate 75% of the Non-TOU Period Rate, applicable from 9 a.m. until 3 p.m.
- Non-TOU Period Rate The “Energy Charge” set forth in Schedule “D”\(^1\), applicable from 3:01 p.m. until 8:59 a.m.

The scope of the pilot program (e.g., number of participants, rates, rate time periods) may be subject to change. Any change in the scope of the program will be made to better promote the objectives of the Time-of-Use Solar Rate Pilot Program as determined by the Company’s preliminary evaluation mid-way through the pilot program.

Summary of Time-of-Use Solar Rate Pilot Program and Terms and Conditions:

1. The purpose of the Time-of-Use (“TOU”) Solar Rate Pilot Program is to broaden direct customer participation in renewable energy programs and to test whether reduced rates for usage during peak solar periods are effective in sufficiently modifying usage patterns (increasing load during peak solar periods and decreasing load during non-solar periods), thereby contributing toward a solution to the curtailment issue associated with the large amount of photovoltaic resources that have been added to the Company’s system.

\(^1\) As set forth in Schedule “D”, the components of the “Energy Charge” are the “Non-Fuel Energy Charge”, the “Fuel and Purchased Power Energy Charge”, and the “Energy Rate Adjustment Clause”.
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2. Once the applicable residential customers have been selected as program participants by the Company and have completed participant training, the Company will then implement the TOU Solar Rate Pilot Program over the following one-year period (i.e., the TOU Period Rate will be available to program participants for a one-year period following selection and completion of participant training).

3. The approximately 300 participants (or such other number as approved by the Commission) of the pilot program will be selected by the Company and solicited based on energy use profiles, collected through smart meter customer data, that appear favorable to load shifting. The above TOU-S rates shall be available and applicable only to residential customers participating in this program.

4. Each customer participating in this pilot program agrees to participate in training and other meetings organized by the Company in connection with the pilot program, and to provide relevant information (e.g., energy journal) as requested by the Company. The participating customer also agrees that, as a condition of participating in this program, the customer shall also sign such agreements or applications as deemed necessary by the Company to document the customer’s participation and other obligations under this program, to the extent not inconsistent with the terms and conditions herein.

5. Each participating customer shall be eligible for up to $200 in payment toward the installation of a timer on a water heater or any other device approved by the Company that facilitates shifting load to the TOU hours (i.e., the time period starting at 9 a.m. and ending at 3 p.m., or such other time period as approved by the Commission).

6. Except as otherwise provided in this Schedule “TOU-S,” service supplied under this Schedule “TOU-S” shall be subject to the existing provisions set forth in Schedule “D” and all other applicable provisions stated in the Company’s Tariff.